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RE 05: Engineering
Successful Products

T
he Requirements Engineering conference series brings together re-
searchers and practitioners to exchange experiences, discuss prob-
lems, and propose solutions. The RE conferences are concerned
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with systems engineering requirements, focus-
ing on issues such as real-world needs, context
of use, and constraints on acceptable solu-
tions—all issues that engineers must consider
independently of whether the product is im-
plemented in software. That said, most of the
conferences’ presentations deal with require-
ments for software systems.

RE 05, the 13th conference in the series, took
place at the Panthéon Sorbonne in Paris. The
conference theme, Engineering Successful Prod-
ucts, reflects the understanding that high-quality
requirements are at the heart of successful prod-
ucts. Product success is measured in terms of cus-
tomer and user satisfaction as well as the devel-
opers’ return on investment. So, to be successful,
developers must understand the goals and needs
of users, customers, and other stakeholders and
must build products that address these goals.
Practitioners have long recognized requirements’
role in successful product engineering, as the
CHAOS reports show.1

Much anecdotal and case study evidence
shows that upfront requirements engineering
pays off.2–9 At RE 05, more than 10 percent of
the research papers and more than 80 percent
of the practitioner papers focused on evidence,
based either on experience or formal studies,
that requirements practices effectively in-
creased product success. A panel on this topic
included several presentations of such evi-
dence, followed by a discussion of the barriers
to adopting good requirements practices. Ad-
ditionally, MIT’s Daniel Jackson gave a highly
acclaimed keynote on the state of the practice
and trends in software safety and dependabil-
ity, outlining the types of advances we must
make in requirements practices to mitigate
risks to software dependability. And the At-
lantic Systems Guild’s Suzanne Robertson, in
her keynote address, introduced the concept of
requirements exemplars: patterns of behavior
that are associated with effective, or ineffec-
tive, requirements practices. 

Several trends in requirements practices
emerged from the conference’s presentations
and workshops. For more information about
these and other topics discussed at RE 05,
please refer to the conference proceedings10

and workshop summaries (www.re05.org).

Requirements management
Software engineers often view requirements

as a technical artifact that is produced early in

(or evolves continuously throughout) a soft-
ware product’s life cycle. Increasingly, though,
requirements researchers and business man-
agers talk about the interplay between require-
ments management and product management.
For example, requirements and features add
value to products but also introduce risk. Re-
quirements must be scheduled and assigned to
product releases; business managers and engi-
neers prioritize requirements, but along differ-
ent criteria. Christof Ebert’s article in this issue
identifies four product-management activities—
team allocations, requirements negotiation,
long-term product and feature planning, and
project tracking. When taken together, these ac-
tivities measurably reduce scheduling delays.
Ebert’s results should be particularly interesting
to software project managers.

Other requirements-management papers
from RE 05 covered techniques for coordinating
the coevolution of multiple related components
or projects, modeling commonalities and vari-
abilities across multiple product lines, roadmap-
ping the links between products and markets,
and improving dynamic requirements traceabil-
ity. Additionally, a one-day workshop, REPro-
Man (Workshop on the Interplay of Require-
ments Engineering and Project Management in
Software Projects), focused on improving the in-
tegration of requirements and project-manage-
ment information and activities.11

Aligning requirements with
business goals

In a related trend, there’s continuing em-
phasis on ensuring that software meets busi-
nesses’ needs. Some presenters discussed ap-
proaches to exploring how well a proposed
system would support a business’s long-term
strategic goals, policies, or processes or would
contribute to the business’s profitability. In
particular, this issue’s article by Jaap Gordijn,
Eric Yu, and Bas van der Raadt shows how we
can combine techniques for modeling net-
works of cooperating enterprises and their ac-
tivities. The combined technique looks promis-
ing for exploring how well e-business activities
align globally with an enterprise’s individual
economic and strategic goals. Also, a first-time
two-day workshop, REBNITA (Workshop on Re-
quirements Engineering for Business Need and
IT Alignment), focused on requirements as a
way of bridging the gap between business or-
ganizations and the IT that’s supposed to sup-
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port their goals, organizational infrastructures,
and business processes.12

Modeling
Notations, techniques, and tools for model-

ing requirements continue to be a popular re-
search topic. Some RE 05 papers investigated
why existing modeling methodologies don’t al-
ways produce quality requirements or domain
models. Others offered new advice and tech-
nologies to help ease model construction or im-
prove model quality. Several approaches use a
constrained natural language to help make
specification notations easier to use, especially
those with formal semantics.

Usage-specific requirements
Several presenters advocated centering prod-

uct requirements on identifiable users or us-
ages. One RE 05 paper presented techniques
for fleshing out personas that represent target
user demographics and for deriving require-
ments common to various personas. Another
paper looked at adapting requirements analy-
sis techniques to accommodate individual
users’ goals and allow for context-sensitive re-
quirements. In this issue, Erik Simmons’ arti-
cle introduces Intel’s practical usage model,
which describes a product’s target users and
usages, including scenarios that exemplify user
experiences of varying degrees of quality
(ranging from minimal to target to outstand-
ing). Such models are useful for evaluating the
costs and benefits of achieving quality attrib-
utes to various degrees.

W e’re pleased to present in this spe-
cial issue three articles that the RE
05 program committee and the

IEEE Software Editorial Board selected as
representatives of emerging best practices in
software requirements. We look forward to
seeing you at RE 06 in Minneapolis/St. Paul,
Minnesota, 11–15 September 2006.
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